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Abstract
Fault-tolerant quantum computing requiresmany qubits with long lifetimes and accurate quantum
gate operations.However, external noise limits the computing time and hampers accurate quantum
gate operations. Quantum error correction (QEC) codesmay extend such limits, but imperfect gate
operations duringQEC cause errors, which could cancel outQEC.Weused densitymatrix
simulations to examine the performance ofQEC codeswith five qubits. In current quantumdevices,
less than ten qubits are needed to conduct sufficient gate operations within their lifetime so that it is
feasible to implementQEC codes.We analyzed themaximum tolerable error rate and error correction
effect of individual QEC codes according to the qubit arrangement and gate accuracy. Assuming a
0.1%gate error probability, a logical ∣ ñ1 state encoded by a five-qubit QEC code is expected to have a
0.25 higherfidelity than its physical counterpart.

1. Introduction

The increasing need for powerful computers has drawn attention to the use of quantum computers for
applications such as big data searching, quantum chemistry,machine learning, and quantum cryptography
[1–5]. Quantumcomputers are expected to surpass the computational power of their classical counterparts
when a systemhasmore than 50 qubits. In anticipation of quantum supremacy, scalable qubit systems have been
under thorough investigation byGoogle [6], IBM [7], and Intel. In addition to these, superconducting qubits,
multiple qubit systems such as ion traps, nitrogen-vacancy centers, and quantumdots have been investigated
[8–11]. However, physical qubits are not suited to operate on large-scale algorithms due to their limited
coherence time and gate accuracy. Themain goal is to achieve fault-tolerant quantum computing that retains
quantum information over a long period and utilizes accurate and frequent quantum gate operations without
irreversible loss of data [12]. Thus, for effective quantum error correction (QEC), it is important to analyze the
maximum tolerable error rate required for physical qubits [13–16].

QECwas introduced in 1995when researchers started trying to build a coherent and large scale quantum
system [17–20]. Themajor difference betweenQEC and classical error correction is that quantum information
cannot be duplicated due to the no-cloning theorem, necessitating a new approach. Initially, the type and
properties ofQEC codeswere investigated and corresponding theories and logical gate operations were
developed [21–24]. Later, a fault-tolerant quantum computing techniquewas developed, which prevented an
error fromprevailing over an entire quantum circuit [25–27]. Subsequently, the protocols and fault tolerance of
surface codes applicable to locally interacting qubits, was developed [28–32].

QEC simulations for logical operations, protocols, and gate error thresholds have been conducted [33–35].
These simulations utilizeMonte-Carlomethods and perturbativemethods to reduce the resource cost for
computation. Recently, surface code simulations using densitymatrix orMonte-Carlomethods, have been
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analyzed to evaluate the advantages of the codes and protocols [36–42]. Nevertheless, these approaches are
targeted at large-scale quantum computing, and so an appropriate delineation ofQEC for near-term quantum
devices has been investigated. It has been suggested that success in researchingQEC codes in small qubit systems
could be a precursor for large-scale quantum computing [43, 44]. Several conditions for the preparation of error
detections [45, 46] have been examined, enabling the entire procedure from initialization to detection to be
evaluated. After it was experimentally verified thatQEC codes are effective to resist artificial errors [47–49],
resisting the environmental error throughQEC codes should be investigated as a next step.

The current status of quantum computing devices is as follows. The number of implemented qubits varies
from2 to 50 qubits depending on the device platform. Inmost systems, nearest neighbor interactions are
allowed. The gatefidelity for one-qubit and two-qubit gate operations is usually in the range of 99%–99.9%. The
number of operable gates, defined as coherence time divided by gate operation time, varies from approximately
100–1000.QEC codes, in contrast, are designed for less than 10 qubits and less than 20 operations to ensure that
effective results can be achieved. This paper seeks tofind conditions for effective error correction.

One of the simplest andmost well-knownQEC codes is a three-qubit bit-flipQEC code. Considering
conditions such as gate accuracy, and interacting regime, it is necessary to evaluate whichQEC codeswill be
successful in retaining quantum information over an extended period. The three qubit bit-flipQEC code is
seemingly straightforward to implement. However, unexpected problems can occur. To counter these, a Toffoli
gate should be decomposed, connectivity should change the circuits, andHandT gates should be appropriately
substitutedwith native quantumgates.We analyzedwhat conditions should be considered andwhat
requirements needed to be satisfied.

QEC circuits described in terms of the standard gate set such asH, S, andT gates should be translated toQEC
circuits that use their ownnative gates such asX,Y rotation orX,Z rotation in one qubit operations, andCNOT
gates and controlled-Z gates in two qubit operations. After transforming the circuits, the number of gates and
depth of circuitry can be increased. Contrary to expectations that one is a high enough gate accuracy, the
required gate accuracy can and should be higher. Similarly, the qubit layout can change the circumstances.We
therefore analyzed a number of factors for conducting successful error correction using the simpleQEC code.

In this study, we aimed to analyze the situationwhere theQEC is applied successfully on quantumdevices.
Using densitymatrix simulation, the effects on performance of a single logical qubit was examined.QEC codes
with a small number of qubits were selected so that they could be implemented quickly.We anticipated that the
performance of the logical qubit using this simulationwould bemore accurate: it keeps track of every change in
quantum state including decoherence and gate operation; it includes examinations on operation errors during
gate operations; and the errors are treated differently depending on their types, which can be described in the
densitymatrix. Thus, the evolution of the densitymatrix is expected to describe quantum states close to actual
qubits. In addition, the densitymatrix simulation result is consistent with the results performedwith IBM
quantum experience qubits.

We have proposed three application examples for using densitymatrix simulation: it can be used to assess
how long quantum information ismaintained according to aQEC code; themaximum tolerable error rate,
affected by the layout-originated constraints of qubits, can be analyzed; and, given the number and gate accuracy
of the currently implemented qubits, it can be used to predict whetherQEC codeswill work or not. In this paper,
considering the gate error probability of 0.1% and the gate operation time of a thousandth of coherence time in
an all-to-all connected layout, the fidelity of logical qubits encoded by five-qubit QEC codes is expected to be
higher than that of a physical qubit by 0.25when the initial state is set as ∣ ñ1 .

2. Preliminaries

2.1.QEC code for near-termquantumdevices
A lot ofQEC codes have been devised, eachwith their own specific strengths. Nevertheless, there are only a few
QEC codes that are appropriate for near-term quantumdevices, and a three-qubit bit-flipQEC code is one of
them.A three-qubit bit-flipQEC code has one data and two ancilla qubits to correct a bit error occurring in the
data qubit. Three-qubit QEC codes have been used experimentally inmany physical systems [49–53]. It was
confirmed that theQEC codeworkswith intentional errors, however it has not been demonstrated that the code
can correct a naturally occurring error yet. At least three qubits are required to implement the simplest QEC, a
three-qubit bit-flipQEC. Even for syndromemeasurements, twomore qubits need to be added. This can be a
serious burden for near-termquantumdevices.Moreover, coherence time of three-qubit bit-flipQECs is short,
making it difficult to operate even simpleQEC codes. In this regard, the quantum information is directly and
destructively readwithout syndromemeasurements so that the final data can be corrected. Afive-qubit QEC
code, which is imperfect for correcting both bit and phase errors yet is resilient to those errors, is therefore
proposed.
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A three-qubit QEC code andfive-qubit QEC code, illustrated in figures 1(a) and (b), respectively, is
composed of four parts: encoding,memory, detection, and correction. This five-qubit code aims at correcting
the data qubit’sX andZ errors, which correspond to thefirst two gates and latterH andCNOTgates,
respectively. In spite of their imperfection of error correction, these codes are simple and do not require
additional qubits so that it is easier to implement. It is these twoQEC codes thatwe havemainly focused on.

Thememory time of a logical qubit is a counterpart of the lifetime of a physical qubit because gate operations
can be conductedwithin that time. In these circuits, quantum information is not detected by syndrome
measurements but by directmeasurements. Considering near-term quantumdevices, the number of qubits is
few, and the coherence time is short. It is difficult to performQEC repeatedly to ensure that the direct
measurement will have similar effects on quantum information.

2.2. Linear approximationmodel
Oneway to evaluate the closeness of two quantum states is thefidelity. The value offidelity between pure states
such as ∣ ∣r y y= ñá and ∣ ∣s f f= ñá can be interpreted as the transition probability from ∣yñ to ∣fñ, or
overlapping of them as follows:

( ) ( ( )) ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )r s rs r y f= = á ñF , Tr . 12 2

Quantumerrors can be regarded as probabilistic and discrete [54] because they can bemodeled by a set of error
channels such as Paulimatrices. In thismodel, error probability p is small enough so that thefidelity becomes

( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )†år r = - +F E p E p cp O p, 1 , 2k k
2

where Ek is a set of error channels [55]. Assuming c=1, the error probability directly affects the closeness of
quantum states.

In a linear approximationmodel, the accuracy of quantum information is determined by thefidelity with a
small enough error probability p. Thefidelity of a physical qubit is Fp=1−PM, where PM are the errors caused
inmemory time. Thefidelity of a logical qubit, FL, is defined as

⎜ ⎟⎛
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where the error probability formemory time PM is defined asPeTM, andPQEC are the errors caused inmemory
time andQEC time, respectively [56].Pe is the error probability per unit time, andTG is the quantumgate
operation error.

Thefidelity of a logical qubit can be decomposed of four parts. Thefirst of these is unity because no error
happens. The secondmeans errors occurring duringmemory time. The third considers introduced errors
duringQEC time,TQEC, which is defined as the sumof encoding, detection, and correction times. The last takes

Figure 1. (a)Three-qubit bit-flipQEC circuit. (b) Five-qubit QEC circuit. D0 is data qubit, andAi is ancilla. TheseQEC codes have
four parts: encoding,memory, detection, and correction.
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account of the probability that the two errors in the data qubit occurring inQEC andmemory timewill cancel
each other.

Thefidelity gain,G=FL−FP, is the fidelity difference between the physical and logical qubit. A positive
gainmeans that the accuracy of the logical qubit is improved at the same computing time. Thismodel is limited
towhen the error is small even though it proposes the concept of computing time, which is beneficial to the
logical qubit. Thus, it can estimate the critical points ofQEC codes such as =T T5min

memory
QEC, and

@T
Pmax

memory 0.1311

e
.

2.3.Densitymatrix simulation
The densitymatrix simulation has several advantages to describe the behavior of qubits. In the simulation,X-
andZ-type errors are considered differently. In addition, two qubit gates differentiate control and target the
qubit, and the operation type. The errors are not described in a scalar value p anymore.

The evolution of densitymatrix simulation takes two steps: faulty gate operation and independent qubit
errors as described infigure 2. In faulty gate operations, perfect operationE0 occurs with the probability 1−p,
and imperfect operationE1 occurswith the probability p as follows:

( )= - = =E p U E p AU p I1 , , 40 gate 1 gate

whereUä {X,Y,Z, CNOT, SWAP}. The operationA is properly chosen by gate operationUgate and it becomes
an identitymatrix for the gates in a setU. The decoherence error during a gate operation is dealt with separately
from the gate operation error.

The decoherence errors consist ofT1 relaxation,T2 dephasing errors. The amplitude damping channel is
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where g = -1 et T1 [55]. The error probability γ is derived from theT1 relaxation time. Similarly, the phase
errormodel is given as

( ) ( ) ( )a a= = -
-

E E1 0
0 1

, 1 1 0
0 1

, 60
phase

1
phase

where ( )a = + -1 e 2t T2 2 [55]. The error probability 1−α is derived from theT2 dephasing time. In idle
time, relaxation errors are followed by dephasing errors.

Themeasurement basis isfixed to theX axis, so that the bit-flip error is reflected in simulatedmeasurement.
Nevertheless, themeasurement time is not considered as a finitemeasurement time but as an instant operation.
This is becausemeasurement time as the last step is relatively short inmany groupsgroups [50, 57–59]. The
syndromemeasurement is also omitted due to the limited number of qubits in near-termquantumdevices.

3. Analysis

3.1. Comparisonwith linear approximationmodel
Todeterminewhen densitymatrix simulation is advantageous andwhy the simulation is reliable, the increase in
fidelity needs to bemeasured at the samememory time. Coherence time,Tc, was assumed to be 1 to preserve the
generality of the simulation. A controlled-Z gatewas used as the primitive two-qubit gate with nearest neighbor
interaction. Since the gate operation timewas different for different systems, the ratio between the actual
operation time and coherence timewas used [59]. Qubits thatmake upQEC codeswere subjected to individual
dephasing processes and the gate operation error.

It is important to determine the precisemaximum tolerable error rate before applying theQEC code. The
linear approximationmodel provided a direct relationship between the fidelity of the logical qubit and error

Figure 2.The evolution process of a densitymatrix for gate operation and dephasing is described. First, the densitymatrix is prepared
in a pure state. Second, given quantum circuits, gate operation is applied to target qubits, which includes gate operation errors. Third,
relaxation and dephasing errors during gate operation are reflected.Next, remaining quantum circuits are examined sequentially in
the sameway as for the second and third steps. After n operations, the faultymeasurement is conducted. Themeasurement basis is
fixed to theX axis, so that the bit-flip error is applied.
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probabilities so that the range ofmemory time could be calculated. On the other hand, the densitymatrix
calculation used the detailed procedures such as the initial state, the operations forQEC codes, and the layout of
circuits. Hence, feasible simulation results were expected.

Before comparing the predictions of these twomodels, the importance of the initial state is briefly discussed.
First and foremost, a near-term quantumdevice is easily affected by an initial state and an applied circuit. This is
because it is regarded as a noisy quantum system that is highly sensitive to the surrounding environment and its
gate operation accuracy is poor. Secondly, in the case of the linear approximationmodel, the amount of noise is
subtracted from the fidelity of 1, while in the case of the densitymatrix simulation, a pure state ormixed state is
required for evaluation. The initial state can be set as any state. It is not unreasonable to specify an initial state for
QEC. This is because the preserved information is intentionally determined atfirst and theQEC code is used in
order to prevent the noise. In addition, the bit-flipQECdoes not work at all to correct the noise because there is
no bit error.

These twomodels have a common goal that is to estimate the requirement when the logical qubit is
beneficial. Considering the logical ∣ ñ1 state encoded by five-qubit QEC codeswithQEC time of 0.02Tc, the
estimatedminimumandmaximummemory time for the linear approximationmodel were consistent with
those for the densitymatrixmodel, which is shown in the figure 3(a). However, the expectation based on the
linear approximationmodel was not always valid when the initial state became different, which is illustrated in
figure 3(b). In this regard, the expected range based on the linear approximationmodel was not precisely
determined.Nevertheless, the densitymatrix simulationmodel can evaluate the impact of the initial states so
that the effectiveness ofQEC codes for arbitrary states can be predicted.

3.2. Comparisonwith IBMQX results
The IBMquantum experience (IBMQX) provided 5 superconducting qubit systems, whichwere available to use
via the IBMcloud platform. The averageT1 andT2 coherence times of qubits were 54μs and 44μs, respectively
[60]. The average accuracies of one-qubit and two-qubit gate operations were over 99.9%, and 99% respectively.
The average operation times ofH andCNOTgates were 50 ns and 122 ns, respectively. The three-qubit QEC
circuit, described infigure 1, was chosen due to its simplicity.

If aQEC codeworks successfully, the fidelity of a logical qubit outperforms that of a physical qubit at the
samememory time. If it fails, intersection of logical and physical qubit’s fidelities does not exist. Infigure 4, there
is no cross point between a physical and logical qubit. It can be deduced that theQEC code does not work
because physical qubits are not accurate enough. Thus, this result does not contradict the accuracy of the
simulation. Nevertheless, there is a discrepancy between the fidelity of the simulation and the IBMQXdata of
the logical qubit. This could originate from the two-gate operationmechanismor the systemof physical qubits,
which is not available from the IBMQX.Overall, the IBMQX result was consistent with the simulation
confirming that the performance of logical qubits can be predicted in the simulation.

Figure 3.Comparison of the linear approximationmodel [56] and the densitymatrixmodel for five-qubit QEC code. (a) For the
initial ∣ ñ1 state, the estimates of these twomodels are parallel. (b) For the initial ( )∣ ñpR 1x 4

state the estimation from the linear

approximation is comparatively wide.
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4. Applications

4.1.QECdependency
Using the densitymatrix simulation, it is possible to accurately evaluate howmuch fidelity gain the arbitrary
QEC code can get. A lot ofQEC codes are being suggested, but the circuitry for encoding and correction is
different. Additionally, the depth of the circuitsmay increase depending on the type of primitive gate. These
effects can be confirmed in advance.When evaluating the performance ofQEC in general, the initial state was
unknownor arbitrary. Nonetheless, a specific statewas set in this study. This is because the purpose of the
analysis ofQEC codes herewas to demonstrate that theQEC circuit worked successfully.While it was conceded
that the versatility and generality was inadequate, it was still possible to confirm the viability ofQEC codes in
physical devices. In this study, theQEC codes, which required a small number of qubits were selected due to
their possible implementation in the near future.

The simulation result for a logical qubit encoded by three-qubit QEC and five-qubit QEC is shown in
figure 5. To compareQEC codes, the initial states, the gate operation time, connectivity of qubits, and gate error
probability were considered to have the same values. In general, a negative gainwill be obtainedwhen the
memory time is too short due to the errors during theQECprocess. On the other hand, if thememory time is too
long, both physical and logical qubit lose their quantum information, and the gain goes to zero. For the initial
state ∣ ñ1 , the positive gainwas increased as the gate error probability decreased, which is shown infigure 5(a). At
the gate error of 0.1% and operation time of 0.001Tc, thememory time should be between 0.45 and 1.1Tc, and its
maximumgain is 0.13. If the error probability is 0.01%, themaximumgain is increased to 0.25. Compared to the
three-qubitQEC code, themaximumgain ismerely 0.05, which is shown in figure 5(c).

Thefive-qubit QEC also showed better performance for states having relative phase. This was because ∣ ñ1

state only suffered fromT1 dephasing. The initial state of ( )∣ ñpR 1x 4
was affected by both bit and phaseflip errors.

If a logical state is encoded by afive-qubit QEC, themaximumgain is up to 0.14, which is illustrated in
figure 5(b). On the other hand, bit-flip three-qubit QECdid not have any positive gain, shown infigure 5(d).
Therefore, thefive-qubit QEC is expected to correct both bit and phase errors, and higher fidelity is obtained.

4.2. Layout dependency
The second applicationwas to evaluate theQEC codes in arbitrary connected qubit layouts. In the current
technology, it is difficult to have a structure inwhich all qubits are connected to each other. That causes an
additional burden for successfully performingQEC codes. This is because partial connection among qubits
demands additional imperfect SWAP gates. The connection problembecomes important not only for large-size
QEC codes but also for three-qubitQEC codes. A SWAP gate can be composed of 3 CNOTgates. AToffoli gate is

Figure 4.Comparison of the densitymatrix simulation (blue lines) and IBMquantumexperience (IBMQX) result (red lines). The
spin up state probabilities of physical and logical qubits are shown by dashed lines, and solid lines, respectively. Both the densitymatrix
simulation and IBMQX results show that the logical qubit is not useful enough.Nonetheless, the agreement of simulation and
experimental results show that the densitymatrix simulation is reliable.
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decomposed into 6 controlled-Z gates, two SWAP gates, andmultiple single qubit gates.Hence, it is worth
knowing the impact of the overhead cost on thefidelity.

Thefive-qubit QEC codes are illustrated infigure 1(b).We considered two layouts:X layout infigure 6(a)
and linear layout infigure 6(b), which are promising candidates for fabricating qubits [61, 62]. Considering
nearest neighbor interaction, the data qubit should be placed at the center of both layouts so that theminimum
number of SWAP gates is introduced. Although theX layout, where ancilla qubits are next to the data qubit, is
close to the all-to-all connected circuit, a decomposed Toffoli gate asks for two SWAPgates that is shown in
figure 6(c). Qubit A1 andA2, located next to the data qubit, preserve phaseflip error in the data qubit. Qubit A3
andA4, placed at each end, preserves bit flip error in the data qubit. Thefinal circuit offigure 1(b) is depicted in
figure 6(d). As shown infigure 7, the increased operation time yielded the lower gain. Considering the 99%
(99.9%) accuracy of gate operations, the all-to-all connected layout had themaximumgain of 0.15 (0.17), and
theX and 1D linear layout had themaximumgain of 0.13 (0.16) and 0.12 (0.16), respectively. According to the
gate accuracy, the all-to-all connected layout of 99%and the 1D layout of 99.9%gave almost the same results.
Consequently, the additional burden should be properly considered for the qubit connection.

4.3. Evaluation of physical qubits
The last application examplewas to evaluate the performance of physical qubits. Even thoughmany qubit
systems are proposed and implemented, it is difficult to evaluate each of them for obtaining high fidelity gain.
Thus, our simulation allowed us to evaluate the performance of a logical qubit according to the gate operation
and coherence time. The number of operations was considered as the ratio between them. To evaluate the
expected performance of logical qubits encoded byfive-qubit QEC codes, recent superconducting qubits
[50, 57] and quantumdot qubits [58, 59]were used. The data is summarized in table 1. Even though five qubits
in the quantumdot systemhave not been fabricated yet, it was assumed that hypothetical five qubits were placed
in the layouts.

In the simulation, the reported operation and coherence timewas used. All one-qubit gates were assumed to
have the same operation time, and a two-qubit gate was considered as controlled-Z. For the gate accuracy of 99%

Figure 5. (a), (b) Five-qubit QEC codewith the initial state of ∣ ñ1 state and ( )∣ ñpR 1x 4
states. Themaximumgainwas 0.25 and 0.13,

respectively. (c), (d)Abit-flip three-qubit QEC codewith the initial state of ∣ ñ1 state and ( )∣ ñpR 1x 4
states. Themaximumpositive gain

was 0.05 for ∣ ñ1 , while therewas no positive gain for ( )∣ ñpR 1x 4
. The bit-flip three-QEC code cannot correct phase errors.
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(99.9%), logical and physical superconducting and quantumdot qubits had the samefidelity of 0.96 (0.99) and
0.93 (0.96) at time 0.07Tc(0.02Tc) and 0.13Tc(0.07Tc), which is illustrated infigure 8. Themaximumgainwas
0.15 (0.17) and 0.14 (0.15) for superconducting and quantumdot qubit for an accuracy of 99% (99.9%),
respectively. This implied that the number of possible gate operationswas increased. For example, at the same
90%fidelity, physical qubits conducted 230 gates, while logical qubits did 330–520 gates, assuming transversal
logical gates.

Figure 6. (a), (b) Five-qubitX and linear layouts. The red arrow qubit in themiddle contains data, while the other yellow qubits are
ancilla. The two-qubit nearest neighbor interaction between qubits are depicted in dotted line. (c)The decomposition circuit usingH,
T, andCNOTgate with nearest neighbor interaction of a Toffoli gate (d)The five-qubit QEC circuit with nearest neighbor interaction
in theX layout.

Figure 7.The same five-qubitQEC circuit with different layouts: all-to-all connected layout,X layout, linear layout. The competition
of connectivity and gate error can be evaluated. Thefidelities of logical qubits composed of all-to-all,X, and 1D layout qubits of 1%
(0.1%) gate error are (light) blue circles, (light) green hexagons, and (light) purple stars, respectively.
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5. Conclusion

In this study, we analyzed the feasibility of whichQEC codes are appropriate for implementation and how
effective theQEC codes are for near-termquantumdevices using densitymatrix simulation. The densitymatrix
model was found to be beneficial for several reasons. Firstly, dephasing errors, determined by physical
parameters such asT1,T2 coherence time, are reflected. Secondly, gate operations are treated in an imperfect
operation and decomposed into equivalent primitive gate circuits. Finally, successive errors for dephasing and
gates depending on their type can be traced in a densitymatrix form. In this work, we looked at the existence,
importance and benefits of usingQEC codes. It is expected to represent amilestone for implementing logical
qubits operating for longer computing times. Based on these advantages, we suggest three application examples:
the evaluation of arbitraryQEC codes, the interaction of qubit layouts with nearest neighbors, and an evaluation
of themaximum tolerable error rate ofQEC codes affecting the accuracy of gate operation of qubits.
Considering the conditions described above, we investigated how to obtain the longest computing time in
densitymatrix simulation, using three-qubit QEC codes. Given the error probability of 0.1%, the gain for using a
logical qubit was up to 0.25 for ∣ ñ1 .
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